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Dear All Co-Authors,

Alhamdulillah paper kita diterima IEEE Sensors Journals (Q1 IF 4.3)
Saya akan mempersiapkan file final nya. Terimakasih ada kolaborasi nya baik yang direct atau indirect. Semoga terus langeng dan berjalan baik.
Semoga tahun depan kita bisa mulai membidik kembali IEEE Trans dengan tenang dan sharp.

Salam hangat,
Teguh Firmansyah
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Paper:Sensors-72025-2024 Integrated and Independent Solid Microwave Sensor with Dual-Band Bandpass Filter Through Unified Mux-Demux Structure

Dear Mr. Firmansyah,

I am happy to inform you that your paper, Sensors-72025-2024, "Integrated and Independent Solid Microwave Sensor with Dual-Band Bandpass Filter Through Unified Mux-Demux Structure," has been
accepted for publication in the IEEE Sensors Journal.  If it is a regular manuscript, your paper will be published in the next available issue.  If it is for a special issue, it will be published according to the special
issue schedule.

Once published, if you would like, you can advertise your publication in the Facebook group of our Journal by joining us at https://www.facebook.com/groups/596533514316437/

At this time you must send all final versions of your files through the “Awaiting Final Files” queue in your author center on ScholarOne Manuscripts. Please submit all files no later than 12-May-2024.

Please make sure your final package is correct and complete upon submission. YOU MUST UPLOAD ALL OF THE FILES LISTED BELOW, even if they are unchanged from the previous version.  Only the files
uploaded during final submission will be sent to IEEE for production.

You may not make any unauthorized changes to your manuscript at this time.  IEEE will perform a comparison of your accepted paper to your final submission, and any changes outside of what the editor has
requested will need to be justified and approved before publication, causing delays. This includes any changes to the author list, content, or references.

Please submit each of the following.  Note that zip files are acceptable for final submission uploads.

* Manuscript without underlines in MS Word or LaTex
* A PDF of the entire manuscript in double column, single-spaced format.  This pdf is required for publication, and there will be delays if the pdf is not submitted.  Specific instructions for the formatting of the pdf
can be found below.
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* Figures/photos saved as separate .eps, .ps, .pdf or .tif files if not embedded in the source file above.
* Biographies in MS Word (author photos optional)
**NEW! A graphical abstract that provides a visual summary of the findings of the article by means of an image

--------
PDF Instructions:

The IEEE Sensors Journal now offers immediate pre-publication of papers. This means that your paper will appear unedited on IEEE Xplore within about two weeks after the submission of the production
material. This “preprint” version of the manuscript will receive a DOI and is fully citable.

The manuscript will still be professionally copy-edited and XML tagged. Once the edited version is ready and you approve the proofs it will replace the preprint on IEEE Xplore, but the DOI will remain the same.

To facilitate copy-editing of your manuscript and having it appear in preprint on IEEE Xplore, you must put it in two column format using the IEEE template (see http://www.ieee.org/web/
publications/authors/transjnl/index.html).
--------

** Note: The $110 per page charge for IEEE Sensors Journal is OPTIONAL for papers shorter than 8 pages.  The overlength charges of $175 per page apply to papers longer than 8 pages and MUST be paid.

By submitting your final files through ScholarOne Manuscripts, you are acknowledging and agreeing to any applicable page charges this paper may incur. If you have any questions about these charges, please
contact the journal Administrator prior to submitting your files.

Prior to publication you will receive an e-mail sent by our IEEE Transactions Staff to look through your page proofs. It is important that you immediately correct (or approve) the proofs and respond to the IEEE
Transactions and Journals staff as directed.

We will display color figures online at IEEE Xplore as a free service.

Sincerely,

Prof. Lan Lan
lanlan@xidian.edu.cn

Associate Editor Comments, if any, are listed below:

Reviewer Comments, if any, are listed below:

Reviewer: 1

Recommendation: Publish Unaltered

Comments:
My questions have been answered well. The paper can be accepted.

Additional Questions:
1. Is the topic appropriate for publication in these transactions?:

2. Is the topic important to colleagues working in the field?:

1. Is the paper technically sound? If no, why not?:

2. Is the coverage of the topic sufficiently comprehensive and balanced?:

3. How would you describe the technical depth of the paper?:

4. How would you rate the technical novelty of the paper?:
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1. How would you rate the overall organization of the paper?:

2. Are the title and abstract satisfactory?:

title and abstract explanation:

3. Is the length of the paper appropriate? If not, recommend how the length of the paper should be amended, including a possible target length for the final manuscript.:

length of the paper recommendation:

4. Are symbols, terms, and concepts adequately defined?:

5. How do you rate the English usage?:

6. Rate the Bibliography?:

1. How would you rate the technical contents of the paper?:

2. How would you rate the novelty of the paper?:

3. How would you rate the "literary" presentation of the paper?:

4. How would you rate the appropriateness of this paper for publication in this IEEE Transactions?:

If you are suggesting additional references they must be entered in the text box provided.  All suggestions must include full bibliographic information plus a DOI.
: none

Would you recommend this paper for a Best Paper Award?:

Reviewer: 2

Recommendation: Publish Unaltered

Comments:
The abhors addressed al the reviewers comments well.

Additional Questions:
1. Is the topic appropriate for publication in these transactions?: Yes

2. Is the topic important to colleagues working in the field?: Yes

1. Is the paper technically sound? If no, why not?: Yes

2. Is the coverage of the topic sufficiently comprehensive and balanced?: Yes

3. How would you describe the technical depth of the paper?: Appropriate for the generally knowledgeable individual Working in the Field or a Related Field

4. How would you rate the technical novelty of the paper?: Novel

1. How would you rate the overall organization of the paper?: Satisfactory

2. Are the title and abstract satisfactory?: Yes

title and abstract explanation:

3. Is the length of the paper appropriate? If not, recommend how the length of the paper should be amended, including a possible target length for the final manuscript.: Yes



length of the paper recommendation:

4. Are symbols, terms, and concepts adequately defined?: Yes

5. How do you rate the English usage?: Satisfactory

6. Rate the Bibliography?: Satisfactory

1. How would you rate the technical contents of the paper?: excellent

2. How would you rate the novelty of the paper?: sufficiently novel

3. How would you rate the "literary" presentation of the paper?: mostly accessible

4. How would you rate the appropriateness of this paper for publication in this IEEE Transactions?: excellent match

If you are suggesting additional references they must be entered in the text box provided.  All suggestions must include full bibliographic information plus a DOI.
: NA

Would you recommend this paper for a Best Paper Award?: No

Dwi Astuti Cahyasiwi <dwi.cahyasiwi@uhamka.ac.id> Tue, Apr 30, 2024 at 2:13 PM
To: Teguh Firmansyah <teguhfirmansyah@untirta.ac.id>

Alhamdulillaah, pak Teguh selamat ya, tapi jika paper saya belum bisa tembus Q1 juga gak apa2kan pak.😁
Salam
Dwi
[Quoted text hidden]


